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Dear Investors!

The FooDriver Team is thrilled to
announce the successful
completion of our App, marking a
significant milestone in our
journey. As we shift into the next
phase of our project, we intend
to develop a smart contract and
initiate the tokenization process.
This strategic move is designed
to enhance the speed and
security of your investment
returns.



By tokenizing and integrating our App
with a Smart Contract, we unlock a
distinctive opportunity to list our
project on a Crypto Stock Exchange.
This opens avenues for rapidly
securing additional funds essential for
the continued development of our
project. The listing not only expedites
returns on existing investments but
also mitigates the need for future
fundraising efforts.    

Tokenization
and Smart
Contract

Integration



Unique
Characteristics

of This
Investment

Round

Please be aware that this investment
round represents both our inaugural
and concluding phase before project
listing. The entirety of our App's
development has been self-funded.
The targeted amount for this round is
$500,000 USD (approximately
680,000 CAD).



FOODRIVER
Token

Clarification

It is crucial to acknowledge that the
FooDriver token, designated for Smart
Contract operations, is scheduled for
listing on a stock exchange. The
token's value is directly correlated
with the influx of users onto the
FooDriver platform. As user
participation increases, the token
appreciates in value. Additionally,
users will have the capability to
instantly convert FooDriver tokens
into their respective local currencies
within the application at their
discretion.
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Creating and
Integrating

Smart Contract

Configure and test the smart contract,
adapting the dApp to the pre-
determined geographic jurisdiction.
Cost: $185,000 USD
Timeframe: 2-3 months
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Obtaining
FOODRIVER Token

Assessment

Solicit an evaluation from an
independent international agency
regarding the utility token.
Cost: $15,000 USD
Timeframe: 1 month
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Community
Building and
EngagemenT

Establish and nurture a project
community, engaging future users
and potential token buyers on crypto
stock exchanges via major social
networks.
Cost: $250,000 USD
Timeframe: 4-5 months
Goal: Attain a minimum of 500,000
to 1,000,000 loyal members.
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Opinion on
Smart Contract

Seek expert validation of the smart
contract through an international,
third-party agency.
Cost: $25,000 USD
Timeframe: 1 month



Cryptocurrency
Exchange Listing

Preparation

Compile necessary documents,
including applications, legal
documents, and associated legal
expenses, and submit an application
for listing on a cryptocurrency
exchange.
Cost: $25,000 USD
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Phase 2 Project
Launch:

Launch Phase 2 of the project.
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